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1. Micheva-Peycheva, К. The ethnocultural binary in the Medieval Bulgarian 

literature. Sofia, DioMira, 2017, 266 p. ISBN: 978-954-2977-45-2. 

 

The study of main semantic oppositions, which build the ethnocultural binary 

is a modern direction in the contemporary lunguoculturology and ethnolinguistics. 

The developments so far prove that the opposition pure –impure is a significant 

element of the binary and correlates with the oppositions sacred– profane, good – 

bad, own – someone else’s etc. That’s why the future activities in this field are 

fruitful and necessary. Of great interest are the texts of the Medieval Bulgarian 

literature, which comprises our literature from IХ to ХVIII century, because 

exactly in them can be examines the binary in view of the prevailing presence of 

the Christian cultural paradigm.  

In this paper are chose key realizations of the Medieval Bulgarian literature. 

On first place are examined the classic Old Bulgarian works as first appearance 

of the Bulgarian spirit, in which in a peculiar way are diffracted the biblical 

cultural values. On second place are analyzed the essays of Patriarch Euthymius 

as the greatest achievement of the Bulgarian ХIV c., in which can be found also 

new phenomena in the Christian ideas. These two corps of texts belongs to the 

official literature, but they differ by time and by another important feature: the 

first corps is with translated texts and the second contains original texts. The third 



object of study are apocryphal texts, which to the contrary of the official ones 

contain also folk-religious non-canonic ideas, which definitely affects the system 

of oppositions. On fourth place are put to semantic and interpretative analysis the 

texts of the newly Bulgarian damascenes from ХVII c., in which along with the 

literary language on a folk basis are established some attitudes before the Bulgaria 

national revival. The study of the ethnocultural binary with a main representative 

the semantic opposition pure – impure in the medieval Bulgarian literature reveals 

important sides of the Bulgarian culture in its historical development. 

Each age and type of works has something specific, which is ascertained in 

the course of the study. The material from the essays of Patriarch Euthymius 

confirms the main tendencies in the realization of the ethnocultural binary, which 

are revealed in the Old Bulgarian classic works. On an instructive and linguistic 

level appear some innovations related to the Hesychastic concept about the 

meaning of the human’s way of life and the model of serving God. Besides the 

new theological ideas, the contents of the oppositions are affected by the specific 

historical conditions. The representation of many heresies as impure and evil 

meets the needs of the Bulgarian public at the end of ХIV century. 

The specific thing in the Apocrypha is related to the fact that they are non-

canonic. This allows in them to be included motives, which concern archaic ideas 

for the purity of the represented earth, with ancient bans of the impure 

cannibalism, with the dual nature of the divine in the face of God and Satanail.  In 

them to the greatest extent is realized the ethnocultural binary as far as sacred 

powers are concerned. There are many impure beings in the apocryphal prayers. 

This differs them from other types of works in the Medieval Bulgarian literature 

– translated and original, official and apocryphal, which are permanently 

inhabited by impure spirit and impure devil. Only in the apocryphal prayers is 

established a system of impure powers, which control the health and life of the 

human being and which are so close by nature and acts to those in the folk 

traditions and legends. And the intention to be reduced the pagan nature of the 



euphemios texts leads to their Christianization, which is expressed mostly in the 

multiple hypostases of the divine (the Lord, St. Trinity, Holy Virgin, angels, 

archangels, prophets and apostles, martyrs and saints etc.).  

By the historical nature of some of the Apocrypha can be explained the 

significance of the oppositions peace – war, richness – poorness, abundance– 

scarcity, care for the poor people – robbery of the weak and unprotected people. 

The Apocrypha to a greater extent than the official medieval literature reflect the 

dream of the mankind, in particular the Balkan people, for a good, harmonized 

word with no fights and robberies.  

The new Bulgarian damascenes preserve some of the semantic relations, 

established in the Medieval Bulgarian literature, but there are also some 

innovations in view of the sociolinguistic function of the texts in the conditions 

of the Bulgarian pre-revival. The new is connected with the democratization of 

the mental attitudes and the linguistic means as the sacred becomes clearer, more 

reachable. Historically justified appear some differences compared to the 

realizations of the ethnocultural binary in the already studied works.  

In the newly Bulgarian damascenes from ХVII c. the rationalization of the 

impureness as heresies and the pureness as a fight against them is not actual as is 

in the literature from Tarnovo from the end of ХIV c. In the conditions of slavery 

appeared consolidation on a religious basis in order to be made opposition to the 

non-Christian belief of the enslavers and there is no place for heresies. At the same 

time the manifestations of the paganism as martyr and chasing Christians is very 

important and part of the impureness, linguistically shown to a great extent. The 

sema ‘sick, leper’, which is very often seen in the Old Bulgarian classic works 

and in the original essays of Patriarch Euthymius, is missing in the texts of the 

newly Bulgarian damascenes again as considering the new historical 

circumstances. With the ideas and cultural attitudes of the Pre-revivial are 

connected the changes in the rationalization of the bodily and spiritual pureness 

and impureness. 



 As a result of the study are outlines the important regularities in the realizations 

of the ethnocultural binary in the Medieval Bulgarian literature and the traditional 

culture. In the interaction between them are formed oppositions, common for the 

two paradigms: sacred pure powers as God, earth, sun, moon, stars, sea against 

sacred impure powers as impure spirit, impure devil, live fire, three weird 

sisters, a devil, which steels the newly-born babes, въпир, вещица, мора, 

пладненица, нежит, тресавица, детодавица, уроки, and the like; pure people 

such as a pure girl, i.e. virgin, a pure i.e. virgin bride, those, who observe „pure 

fast”, orphans, first children against impure people such as women who have 

recently given birth, impure women, who cast spells and make charms; pure 

substances as „the Christ’s blood” and the votive offering with a pure victim 

against; impure beings such as infidel with meaning ‘pagan’ and infidel (in 

masculine, feminine and neutral gender in Bulgarian) with meaning ‘dirty’; pure 

animals such as the first-born, lamb, sheep, pigeon, eagle against impure 

animals such as the wolf, dog, warm and the ambivalent snake with prevailing 

Christian rationalization.  

  The analysis of the linguistic and cultural phenomena proves that the 

ethnocultural binary is significant feature both of the Medieval Bulgarian 

literature and the traditional culture. 

 

2. Мичева-Пейчева, К. Сакральная чистота и профанная нечистота. 

Saarbrücken, Lambert Academic Publishing, 2016, 116 с. ISBN: 978-3-659-

86704-0. 

Определяющим признаком для концептов чистота и нечистота в 

языке произведений средневековой болгарской литературы является 

признак ‘отношение к Богу’. Основные семы концепта чистота связаны с 

приближением к Богу: ритуально чистый, сохраненный в своем 

первоначальном виде, девственный, безгреховный, добрый, очищенный от 

грехов, исцеленный от болезней, неязыческий, нееретический, 



христианский, светлый. Семантическое развитие концепта нечистота 

можно проследить на основе противопоставления Богу: нечистыми 

являются те, кто не соблюдают требования христианства и предаются 

плотским и нравственным прегрешениям; скверными являются язычество и 

еретические учения и их последователи; нечистыми являются болезни и 

недуги в их качестве нарушения изначального сотворенного Богом образа 

человека; в наивысшей степени нечистыми являются дьявол и дьявольские 

создания – духи и бесы. 

Отношение к сакральному в рамках христианской парадигмы 

существенное для всей средневековой болгарской официальной 

литературы, но у него есть своя специфика в каждом отдельном книжном 

идиоме. Анализ материала староболгарских классических памятников 

очерчивает границы общего в реализациях оппозиции «чистый – нечистый», 

которое связано с христианскими нравственными императивами и 

представлениями о добре, праведном, святом, с одной стороны, и о зле, 

грешном и оскверненном, с другой. Установленные семантические 

корреляции сохраняются во всех следующих периодах развития болгарской 

литературы до эпохи Возрождения. Подобные реляции можно обнаружить 

и в традиционной культуре как следствие воздействия официальной 

религиозной системы. В результате анализа можно утверждать, что не 

смотря на специфику каждого книжного идиома, в средневековой 

болгарской литературе Х в. – ХVII в. чистота является сакральной, а 

нечистота – профанной. 

 

3. Micheva-Peycheva, К. The collision of the purity and impurity in the 

Bulgarian culture and language. Sofia, Publishing complex „Valentin 

Trayanov”, 2013, 311 с. ISBN 978-954-9928-64-8.  

 

The monograph analyzes names of phenomena from the folk culture, which 



are result of the ideas for pure and impure in the pagan and Christian paradigm. 

Besides from proving the definite connection between language and culture, these 

names demonstrate the validity of the main ethno-linguistic principle, namely: the 

linguistic material is examined in relation to the ethnographic and folklore 

material in the context of the folk culture. This approach helps to be found the 

motivational processes at many nominations as referring them to legends, 

mythological ideas and rituals. Subject of the study appears also the secondary 

nomination process – how with already established names for pure and impure 

phenomena from the picture of the world are named other beings too, as thus is 

expanded the semantic field of the purity or the impurity. The research of the 

secondary nomination process many times gives better results, because the 

motivation in it is more transparent. 

Under description and interpretation are put also the facts from the folk 

culture – rituals with purifying function, in which participate pure people; 

ritual sacrificial votive offering only from pure animals; declining the evil powers 

with apotropay from impure animals; protection against impure and harmful 

animals by various taboos (not to spin, not to cut and so on, on particular days) 

and by celebrating with a purpose of conciliation (in the folk calendar there are 

holidays, devoted to the mice, to some diseases and etc.) and etc.  

There are particularly sought and presented ethnocultural terms, 

connected with the opposition pure-impure: Pure Monday, Dirty days, Infidel 

days, pure woman, pure girl and etc. This way – by using to a maximum extent 

the linguistic and ethnocultural material – are established the semantic relations 

between pure  –  impure, sacred – anti-sacred, good  –  bad, life – death, dangerous  

– useful, normal  – abnormal, own – someone else’s, light – dark and etc, and is 

revealed the linguistic picture of the world of Bulgarians. 

There are selected five typical semantic fields, as in their presentation is 

acknowledged the already established regularity that the negative member (the 

impure) has been developed more completely in the language. Therefore on a first 



place is put the semantic field of the impure beings which is extremely rich both 

on linguistic level and in the traditional culture. After it, has been developed the 

semantic field of the impure people, the pure people, the impure animals and the 

pure animals. In their description are defined many times the properties of the 

impure and pure objects, toposes, chronoses, natural essences and plants. So in 

the prism of the five fields are presented generally the significant manifestations 

of the semantic opposition pure - impure. The lack of a chapter about pure beings 

is motivated by the absence of enough empiric data for individualization of such 

semantic field. Obviously in the traditional attitudes of the Bulgarian dominates 

the fear of impure powers and the wiling for their neutralization. Exactly they put 

to risk the existence of the human being and that’s why the ritual practice and the 

image system about them have so many evidences. The mythologem about the 

good gods from the polytheistic religions has been completely repelled by the 

image of the only one, powerful and perfect Christian God. 

 

Bibliographies  

4. Lazarova, Anna, I. Panchev, Y. Kirilova, К. Micheva-Peycheva, М. 

Vitanova, М. Kitanova, N. Nikolova. Bulgarian ethnolinguistics.  Annoted 

bibliography for the period 2000 – 2010, electronic scientific journal 

Dzhyalo, №8, 2015. ISSN 1314 9067.  

 

 In the bibliography are excerpted and annoted ethnolinguistic 

publications from scientific journals Balgarska etnologia, Balkansko ezikoznanie, 

Balgarski folkor and etc. Brief annotations are written with accent on specific 

ethno-linguistic phenomena and with numbering key words. 

 

Dictionaries 

 

http://www.abcdar.com/magazine/VIII/Bulgarian_Ethnolinguistics_1314-9067_VIII.pdf
http://www.abcdar.com/magazine/VIII/Bulgarian_Ethnolinguistics_1314-9067_VIII.pdf


5. Micheva-Peicheva К., Y. Kirilova. Alphabetical index of „The human life – 

birth, wedding, funeral. Thematic dictionary of the Bulgarian rituals”. Sofia, 

Academic publishing complex „prof. Marin Drinov”, 2012, 168 с. ISBN 978-954-

322-548-4.  

Excerpted, verified, made in alphabetical order and presented by pages of 

appearance is the linguistic material from the three parts, devoted to the birth, 

wedding and funeral. The index has been developed on co-authorship. 

 

School appliances: 

 

6. Micheva-Peycheva, К. Biographies of Bulgarian writers. Sofia: Damyan 

Yakov, 2005, 149 с. ISBN 954-527-296-1. 

The appliance presents the life path and the creative work of 82 Bulgarian 

writers, as starting from the saint Cyril and Methodius and ending with Boris 

Hristov and Georgi Konstantinov. Besides from facts about the authors, studies 

under the curriculum in the Bulgarian schools, here can be found also facts and 

interpretations about the works of many famous medieval and modern writers. 

 

Scientific studies in scientific journals and scientific collection: 

 

7. Micheva-Peycheva, К. Axiological aspects of the concept love.  –

Balgarski ezik, 2019, book 1, 41 – 56 (22 standard p.). ISSN: 0005–4283.  

 

The axiological approach to the semantic and linguistic realizations of the 

love in works from the Old Bulgarian period shows that the divine love, 

rationalized as a love of the God and to the God is the highest value and road 



between the sacred way of life of God and the prophane way of life of the people. 

The philanthropy as a peculiar following the model of the victim of Jesus has also 

an exclusively high place in the value system of the medieval Bulgarians. At the 

same time the bodily love is denied as anti-value and is allowed only between 

couples as a guarantee for continuing the family. These conclusions are based on 

semantic and contextual analysis of the uses as well as on linguistic study of the 

word-forming processes and the attitude to the Greek correspondents to the 

representants of the concept love in the Old Bulgarian language. 

The axiological characteristics of the concept love in the Bulgarian 

paremiologic picture of the world can be reconstructed with the help of the 

following cognithemes: the love is a central positive value in the system of the 

personal values; it manifests connection and absolute acceptance of the loved one. 

It is more precious than the material wealth. The love is very much visible feeling, 

which often is unwise. It does not depend on the  beauty of the loved one and 

belongs to the youth. A marriage based on love is long-lasting and harmonious. 

In the family the husband and the wife have different roles, which the community 

pre-defines and approves. The adherence to these roles predetermines the 

overcoming of the contradictions between the husband and the wife. The bodily 

love is considered most of all (as a way) for continuing the family. 

The analysis of the paremiologic units shows that in the Bulgarian traditional 

culture are preserved some of the Christian features in the rationalization of the 

love. In some texts the love is close to the sacred, it receives divine approval. At 

the same time the physical love is denied as it is recognized only the need of 

continuation of the family. But in the paremia the love is most of all human, it is 

not attitude of the God and to the God, it is a relation between a man and a woman. 

And in this context are respected as positive the wisdom, respect and care for the 

family on behalf of the man and the intellect, kindness and diligence of the 

woman. 

The love in the paremiologic units is related to other spiritual values – 



understanding, connection, good, beauty. Many of the paremia summarize the 

naive psychological ideas of the Bulgarians – in them the love is presented as 

unwise element, as a disease and as a fire. It is important to be noted also that in 

the traditional culture the values are often ambivalent – simultaneously are 

recognized two disputable characteristics. For example: the ugly woman is 

preferred as a better wife, but the beautiful woman is a decoration of the house; 

generally the man is the master in the family, but in a case of a short-tempered 

woman he can be calm in order to be preserved the understanding.  

The analysis of the axiological aspects of the diachronic and paremiologic 

profile of the concept love shows that both – in the Medieval Bulgarian Christian 

literature and in the traditional Bulgaria culture –  the love is realized as the 

highest value, as the highest good for the human. Significant distinctive feature of 

the medieval axiological perspective is placing the divine love above all. 

 

8.Micheva-Peycheva К. The concept freedom in the Bulgarian language. – В: J. 

Bartmiński, M. Abramowicz (red.) Leksykon aksjologiczny Słowian i ich 

sąsiadów, t. 4 WOLNOŚĆ, Lublin: UMCS, 2019, p. 431-472. 

 

The concept freedom can be presented as a cultural scenario, which 

comprises different historical cultural paradigms and particular fields of the 

human’s activity. The freedom, is a universal human value, is realized in a 

different way in the culture of the Bulgarians: in the Christianity as a theological 

term, in the philosophy as a philosophical category, in the traditional culture as 

two opposite models of bravery and humility, in the public-political field as an 

independence from a foreign domination, in the field of the human relations as a 

freedom of conduct. There exist specific social, social-symbolic and subjective-

psychological manifestations of the freedom as well as innovation changes in its 

rationalization in the modern and post-modern era. 

 



Name of the aspect Nature of the aspect Lexical units 

Christian-theological An opportunity for overcoming the 

sins and earth pains.  

Freedom, relief,  purification. 

Philosophical-axiological  Universal value, connected with 

the opportunity of the person to 

manifest his/her own will. 

Freedom, free will, free choice, 

free spirit.  

Public-political: 

А/ with collective subject 

B/ with individual subject 

 

А/ Lack of dependence from a 

foreign political power. 

B/ Condition of a person or animal, 

which are not imprisoned 

coercively. 

 

А/ Freedom, independence, 

sovereignty, autonomy. 

B/ Free life; life outside prison, 

cell. 

Social Opportunity for actions without 

limits.  

Rights and freedoms, independency, 

lack of restraint, freedom of speech, 

freedom of creation work.  

Subjective-psychological 

А/ approving 

B/non-approving 

А/ An opportunity for non-restraint 

in the thinking and attitudes of the 

person.  

B/ Excessive freedom, inadequate 

lack of cares. 

А/ Freedom of the spirit, freedom 

of thoughts. 

B/ Abuse of freedom, liberation, 

arbitrariness, arbitrary rule. 

Socially-symbolic  Condition of ease, freedom in 

speaking and movements of the 

person. 

Freedom, naturalness,  easiness, 

liberty. 

Traditional-cultural Condition of  defence, fight for 

independence or acceptance of 

dependent position. 

Fight for freedom, bravery, 

humility. 

Trendy Condition of a lack of many duties 

and cares, opportunity for choice of 

occupations and activities. 

Freedom, free time, free mind, free 

choice. 

Post-totalitary Opportunity for realization of the 

principles of democracy in the 

public 

Freedom, democracy, free 

elections, free prices, free 

movement of people. 

 

 

9. Мичева-Пейчева, К. Семантическая оппозиция «чистый — 

нечистый» в болгарских повествовательных апокрифах. – Научний 

диалог, 2016, кн. 4, 35-51. ISSN 2227-1295.  

 

Изучаются тексты болгарских апокрифов с точки зрения 



исторической лингвокультурологии. Уделяется внимание особенностям 

реализации в них концептов чистоты и нечистоты. Проанализировано шесть 

историко-апокалиптических произведений ХI—ХII веков. Актуальность 

исследования объясняется современным состоянием антропологической 

лингвистики. Представлены результаты анализа сем концептов чистоты и 

нечистоты в повествовательных апокрифах. Чистота в апокрифических 

произведениях концептуализируется прежде всего как качество людей — 

безгреховность, первичная по отношению к телесной неоскверненности. 

Показано, что нечистота, в свою очередь, соотносится с принятием нечистой 

пищи (притом в апокрифах на первое место поставлено людоедство), с 

гомосексуальными связями, потерей девственности, язычеством и др. 

Особое внимание уделяется языковым репрезентантам концептов. Концепт 

чистоты, как и концепт нечистоты, реализуется в апокрифических текстах 

при помощи целого ряда языковых репрезентантов, которые распределены 

по разным зонам концепта: ядро, приядерная зона и периферия. Новизна 

исследования видится в доказательстве того, что одни реконструируемые 

семы совпадают с теми, которые актуализируются в текстах 

староболгарской официальной литературы, а другие специфичны для жанра 

апокрифов.  

 

10.  Мичева-Пейчева, К. О вечных словах грусти и о грустных словах 

пародии. – Научный диалог, 2015, кн. 3 (39), 111—132. ISSN 2227-

1295.  

 

Рассматривается интересный феномен болгарской культуры — 

феномен некролога, который не исследован в достаточной степени с точки 

зрения лингвистической и лингвокультурологической. Это культурное 

явление болгарской этнической территории. Некрологи разделяются на два 

типа — биографические и семейные. Автор ищет сходство между 



различными типами текстов, подчеркивая и их различия. Так, в 

биографических некрологах ставится акцент на достижениях, фактах жизни 

определенной личности, а в семейных (опубликованных в прессе) и в 

семейных уличных некрологах подчеркнут эмоциональный аспект утраты 

для близких почившего человека. Явление рассмотрено с исторической 

точки зрения, прослежены изменения в текстах некрологов. Дается 

толкование языку скорби у древних народов, анализируются устойчивые 

формулировки (клише), которые встречаются и по сей день. Уделяется 

внимание пародийным некрологам, профанирующим смерть и в то же время 

трагедизирующим высмеиваемое явление. Они содержат метафору, 

изображая смерть духовных и материальных ценностей. Автор разделяет их 

на несколько групп, проводя анализ особенностей каждой из них. 

 

11. Micheva-Peicheva, К. The evil forces in medieval apocryphal prayers. – 

electronic scientific journal Dzhyalo, 2015, issue 5, 1 - 27.  ISSN 1314-

9067.  

 

In this study are researched chosen apocryphal prayer texts, divided in some 

sub-groups. The first includes prayers against evil forces, which cause the diseases 

fever, нежит, rabies. In the second one, I examine texts, in which the super 

natural and demonic appear in a generalized way– these are the prayers against 

witches, devils, demons and etc. In the third sub-group, I analyze prayers against 

harmful animals, often thought as causers of suffering and pains – snake, mad dog 

mad wolf, warm. This way is developed multi-faced and at the same time 

monolithic image of the evil. The analysis of selected apocryphal prayers shows 

than in them are presented both the image of the evil – the way it is seen and 

rationalized by the medieval Bulgarian, and the ways for counteraction against it. 

Being under various forms – as a personalized disease, impure being, causing 

suffering, or a dangerous animal, the evil always has one and the same features – 



it is disease-causing and dangerous. The rescue from it can’t be found and 

concerns not only the traditional healing methods, but can be discovered in the 

prayers, charms and incantantions, which are language and mental expression of 

the dialogical, dual and dynamic symbiosis between the Christianity and 

paganism. 

 

12.  Мичева-Пейчева, К. Оппозиция „свой – чужой” в классических 

древнеболгарских произведениях. В: Славянский мир в третьем 

тысячелетии, Москва, 2013, 131 – 149. ISBN 105-7576-0275-9; 13 978-

5-7576-0275-2. 

Оппозицию „свой – чужой” в классических древнеболгарских 

произведениях можно характеризировать  так: 

1. Оппозиция «свой – чужой» асимметрична, потому что 

репрезентанты чужого меньше по количеству. 

2. Оппозиция «свой – чужой» и ее концепты свой и чужой имеют 

одинаковые семы, которые противопоставляются по смыслу.  Для 

своего регистрираны предметный и антропогенный культурный код. 

Для чужого регистрираны предметный, антропогенный, 

пространственный и религиозный коды. Отсутствует телесный код в 

проявлении чужого.  

3. Оппозиция «свой – чужой» в корреляции с другими оппозициями: 

сакрально – профанно, безопасно – опасно, любовь – ненависть, 

доброе – злое, чистое – нечистое, внутреннее – внешнее. Среди них 

самая важная связь сакрального со своим.  

 

13.  Мичева-Пейчева, К. Семантическая оппозиция чистый / нечистый в 

древнеболгарском языке. В: Славянский филологический сборник. 

Выпуск II. Традиция в развитии славянских культур. НИЦ 

"ЭСТЕРИКА" (Славянские Культуры: Корни и Крона), Москва: 

tel:5-7576-0275-9


ГАСК, 2012, 19-37. ISBN 978-5-85291-084-4. 

 

Оппозиция чистый - нечистый в языке древнеболгарских классических 

памятников реализуется симметрическим образом на семантическом 

уровне. Всем значениям слова чистый, отмеченным положительным знаком, 

соответствуют значения слова нечистый, отмеченные отрицательным 

знаком. Создается система представлений о чистом и нечистом в мире, 

отражающая христианскую аксиологию и культурные установки болгар в Х 

– ХІ в. В ядре концепта чистота зафиксированы лексемы от основных 

морфологических категорий: существительных, прилагательных и глаголов. 

Особо продуктивным оказывается тип с корнем -чист-, в приядерной зоне 

появляются и слова с корнями -скврьн- и -порок-  с отрицательными 

префиксами. В ядре и приядерной зоне концепта нечистота 

обнаруживаются употребления слов с корнями -чист- и  -скврьн-. Нечистъ 

засвидетельствовано свыше 100 раз, хотя в более поздние периоды истории 

болгарского литературного языка его частота заметно уменьшается. Однако 

даже в самый ранный период в ІХ – ХІ в. наблюдается тенденция нечистъ 

встречать преимущественно в сочетаниях нечистъ бэсъ, нечистъ духъ. 

Производными от -скврьн- являются 14 лексем, среди которых есть два 

оригинальных сложных слова. На периферии осуществляется номинация 

человеческих недостатков и язычества как актуального для этого 

исторического периода врага христианства. 

 

Articles in scientific journals and scientific collection: 

 
 

14.  Micheva-Peycheva, K. Axiological aspects of the concept NATION in 

Bulgarian language and traditional culture – Scripta & e-Scripta. 2019, 1-

10. ISSN: 1312-238Х (под печат, с бележка от редакцията). 

 



This study of the main representants of the concept nation in Medieval sources 

and in the modern literary language proves that gradually in the history of the 

Bulgarian language has been narrowed the use of the lexeme  език ‘nation’ and it 

is established the broader use of the lexeme народ as a meaning of ‘community 

of people with one and the same language, origin, territory, traditions’. 

 In the Old Bulgarian classic works it is most commonly seen the lexeme 

ѩꙁꙁкъ, the noun народъ does not belong to the representants of the concept. 

It is evidenced in the original works of Patriarch Euthymius and broadens its field 

of realization in the new Bulgarian damascenes. The lexeme родъ is preserved 

from the old Bulgarian period till the renaissance literature and in the 

contemporary language its semantics ‘nation’ is perceived as archaic and it can be 

seen mostly in historical essays. 

In the old Bulgarian nominations ѩꙁꙁкъ and родъ can be found the 

feature ‘common language and origin’. And in the modern semantic structure of 

народ besides this feature exist others too: ‘social opposition between the ordinary 

nation and the rich people and those having power’; ‘professional differentiation 

of particular groups of the nation’; ‘territorial differentiation of the population’ 

and etc.   

In the traditional culture according to the excerpted material are combined 

the folk-religious idea for the equality of the nation with God and the archaic 

attitude for the exclusive value of the family. In the national proverbs is also 

reflected the historical and social experience of the Bulgarians as the stress is on 

the importance of the freedom of people and non-equality of the ordinary people, 

compared to the rulers. 

In the Bulgarian language and culture the concept nation takes an important 

place and it has a rich semantic structure, which main representants change in the 

history of the language according to the cultural attitudes and the historical 



processes in the development of the Bulgarians. The analysis shows that in the 

Bulgarian axiosphere, the concept nation preserves its value during the ages. 

 

15. Micheva-Peycheva, K. Names of musical instruments in the 

Bulgarian Medieval literature. – Balgarska rech, 2017, book 1, 76 – 81. 

ISSN 1310-733Х. 

The names of musical instruments in the medieval Bulgarian literature are 

part of the Bulgarian word heritage in the ages and a proof both for the 

development of the Bulgarian lexical system and the existence of the Bulgarian 

musical culture. It is important to stress on the fact that there are names for 

stringed, wind and percussion instruments. The lexemes of Bulgarian origin are 

more in numbers and with larger frequency − г©сла, прэг©дница, цэвьница, 

със©дъ, стрąна, свирэлъ, пищэлъ. They all have successors in the modern 

literary language and in the dialects: гусла, гъсла, гъдулка, цевница, съд, 

струна, свирка, пищял. The words taken from old Greek – псалтырь, 

оръганъ, самбvка, тąмьпанъ, кvмбалъ – are part of the Byzantine-Slavonic 

cultural heritage, which the old Bulgarian literature preserves and passes on to the 

other Slavonic people, which adopt the Christianity after the Bulgarians. In the 

musical world of the medieval Bulgarian exist петструнна цевница, за 

десетострунен псалтир, за доброгласен кимвал, за кована и рогова тръба.  

From a point of view of the linguistic semantics can be confirmed that in the 

Medieval literature prevail contexts with names of musical instruments for 

praising God, in some uses the good Christian is compared to красьна цэвьница 

and оръганъ съврь шенъ. And the contexts, related to the traditional fests with 

songs and music, are wit negative connotations, because these rituals concern the 

paganism.  

 



16.  Vitanova, M., K. Micheva-Peycheva. Names for bagpipe in the 

Bulgarian dialects. – Balgarski ezik 2017, book 1, 61 – 67. ISSN: 0005-

4283. 

 

The part, developed by K. Micheva-Peycheva, concerns the realizations 

of the lexeme bagpipe in the Bulgarian phraseology. The significant meaning of 

the bagpipe in the folk culture and language is seen from the number of 

phraseologisms, related to different emotions conditions and actions. It obviously 

became a key attribute of the Bulgarian traditional rituals and is considered as a 

main instrument in the merriments on the square: Бил на хорото, не видял 

гайдата. На хорото играл, гайдата не видял. The bagpipe is a musical 

instrument, close to the human’s soul. This is shown in the phraseologisms: На 

човека каквото му е по гайдата, това вярва. Не ми е по гайдата. Не ми иде 

на гайдата and etc. 

It is analyzed also a linguistic material, related to the presence of the 

bagpipe in the traditional Bulgarian culture. The bagpipe accompanies all 

important events in the private and public life of the Bulgarian as weddings, 

working bees, chain dances, tables. It is a constant part of the family and calendar 

fests. The bagpiper is desired guest in christenings, name-day, family meetings. 

Playing on a bagpipe is not only an element of the wedding ritual, it is a typical 

symbol of it. In the wedding procession the bagpipers take the honorable first 

places. Playing on a bagpipe is typical for the „коледарски буенек“. A special 

bagpipe melody is played for the koledari in the Christmas night. During the 

Midsummer week the playing of the bagpipe accompanies the rusaliite. During 

that time – timelessness the music has the role of a mediator with the „beyond“ 

world.  

Another ancient and rethought pagan ritual is the fire-dancing. The ritual 

in its authentic type is realized on st. st. Konstantin and Elena – 21 of May. The 

fire-dancers prepare themselves for the dance as all day they stay closed in a 



chapel with the icons of st. st. Konstantin and Elena, listen drums and bagpipes, 

which play the special fire melody and after that they became in a trance. The 

bagpipe plays in the celebration of many agricultural fests, for example st. Trifon 

the Pruner.  

17. Vitanova, M., K. Micheva-Peycheva. Percussion folk musical 

instruments in the Bulgarian language and ethnoculture. - “Proceedings of 

the Institute for Bulgarian Language “Prof. Lyubomir Andreychin”, 2017, 

493 – 502. ISNN 0323-9934.  

 

The part developed by K. Micheva-Peycheva comprises the realizations 

of the percussion musical instruments in the Bulgarian phraseology, paremiology 

and rituals. The analysis of phraseologisms and paremia with a component name 

of a musical instrument shows how important is the place in the Bulgarian concept 

sphere of the folk percussion instruments. The abundant material proves also that 

in the figurative thinking of the Bulgarians the peculiarities of the musical 

instruments may cause associations with the individual – his appearance, physical 

features, personal virtues and material status; as well as with the human actions, 

the interpersonal relations and more generally with the human life. Such 

„transmission” from the system of the culture in the system of the language is 

possible, because as a sub-system the music and the musical instruments has a 

rich conceptual contents, which motivates the meanings of the phraseologisms 

and paremia.  

It is important to emphasize that some of the language items originate as 

a result of a certain ritual or cultural tradition.  For example: from the ritual the 

wedding guests to throw tip on the drum for the pipers originated the 

phraseologism: Хвърлям /хвърля пари на тупан ‘give generously money as a gift 

or tip’. From the different functions of the drum in the public life – it may 

announce both good and bad news – are formed two phraseologisms homonyms 

– with one and the same lexical structure but with different semantics: Ще ми 



чуеш тъпана – ‘I shall bankrupt’ and  Ще ми чуеш тъпана  – ‘I shall become 

famous, I shall become popular’. In the studied phraseologisms is encoded in a 

unique way the attitude of the Bulgarians to their own and to someone else’s own. 

It is verbalized in a historical way the opinion, established for the Turks as 

oppressors and torturers of the Bulgarian people in: Българинът е на турчина 

тъпана – ‘the Turks beat the Bulgarians’. The study established that the 

phraseologisms with component name of a stringed instrument are vivid element 

from the language system. They get new lexical and semantic transformations in 

the modern publicism: – Думкам тъпана, Блъскам тъпана, Бия барабанчето, 

Бия някого като тъпан / Бия някого като тъпан на сватба ‘conquer 

somebody’. This phenomenon can be explained with the expressiveness and poly-

functionality of these language items. 

 

18.  Micheva-Peycheva, К. The concept freedom. – Balgarska rech, 2015, 

book 1, 71 – 80. ISNN 1310-733Х. 

 

In this study the concept freedom is presented by its main language 

representants. On first place the lexeme freedom and respectively its antonym  –  

slavery. It is also examined the synonymic line of works with the closest 

semantics to freedom, which forms the main body and the area, next to the main 

body as: independence, democracy, equality, liberty, no limits. In the periphery of 

this semantic nest there are synonyms of freedom as naturalness, ease, width, 

comfort and etc. In historical context it is related to fight, bravery, feat, war and 

etc. Its antonyms are slavery, prison, tyranny, unjustness, narrow-mindedness and 

dependence. The concept freedom is studies both in the folk spiritual culture, 

which expression are the Bulgarian proverbs and sayings and the phraseologisms, 

which contain rethought ideas for the freedom in another cultural context.   

 

19. Micheva-Peycheva, К. The freedom in the associative thinking of the 

http://frazite.com/%D0%A9%D0%B5+%D0%BC%D0%B8+%D1%87%D1%83%D0%B5%D1%88+%D1%82%D1%8A%D0%BF%D0%B0%D0%BD%D0%B0


Bulgarian. – Balgarska rech, 2015, book 3, 134-141. ISNN 1310-733Х. 

 

The article makes analysis of the associative thinking of the Bulgarian on 

the grounds of inquiry research. The collected empiric material may be divided 

provisionally in two: inquiries of open type and inquiries of closed type. The 

inquiries of closed type are 105 and the inquiries of open type – 131. The 

associative word freedom logically receives many first associations „liberty” (21), 

but much less than those, which are given to the associative word liberty with 

meaning freedom. It occurred very significant part associations, related to the 

understanding of the freedom as a national freedom – „fight” (1 time), „Botev” (2 

times), „Vasil Levsky” (2 times), „national” (1 time), „independence” (2 times – 

„independence” and one time – „independence of the spirit”), „revolution” (1 

time) and etc. There are associations with common semantic feature ‘flight’ – 

„butterfly, eagle, wings, flight, flying, bird” and etc. The idea about the freedom 

as ‘immensity, infinity’ is reflected in the associations – „immensity, no limits, 

hands wide open” and etc. Being vital, the freedom is compared with the „air, 

water, life”. It is associated also with such philosophical-ethical terms as „truth, 

responsibility, own will” and etc. There are also associations with antonymous 

meaning of the freedom – „death, prison, zoo”. The excerpted, classified and 

analyzed material shows the complexity of the concept freedom. Its multi-minded 

thinking, verbalised on the language.  

One and the same meanings and interpretations are preserved in different 

historical and social contexts and others are unique for a given life situation. Some 

of the uses of the word freedom contradict to each other, others complement one 

another, thirds present over built archetypical ideas. There is a mixture and fusions 

of the unique Bulgarian images of the freedom with those, approved as universal. 

The freedom exists as a key definition with many positive, but also with rare 

negative connotations. 

 



20.   Micheva-Peycheva, К. The language of the sorrow – unity of νεκρός and 

λόγος. – Balgarski ezik, 2014, book 3, 71 – 81. ISSN: 0005 – 4283. 

 

This article presents the linguistic path of νεκρός and λόγος through 

the ages. The language of the sorrow is analyzed on the grounds of the 

Bulgarian commemorational texts from the middle of 19 till the beginning 

of 21 c. Starting point for the study appear the traditions of Ancient Egypt 

Ancient Hellas and Ancient Rome. Subject of the study are the first 

Bulgarian obituary notices from the Renaissance, the texts – from the 

newspapers and from the street – of post-liberated Bulgaria and later of 

socialist and democratic Bulgaria. From linguistic point of view are 

analyzed the word formulas: „May he/she rest in peace”, „May his/her 

memory live forever”, „God rest his/her soul!”, „Rest in peace”, „Sleep of 

death and peace”, which are connected with archaic and Christian ideas and 

rituals. 

 

21.  Micheva-Peicheva, К. The image of the pure woman in the old Bulgaria 

passional of st. Teodora and in the traditional култура. – “Proceedings of 

the Institute for Bulgarian Language “Prof. Lyubomir Andreychin”, 27, 

2014, 161-174. ISNN 0323-9934. 

 

The study presents the image of the pure wman from the medieval 

literature, which is connected with the ideas in the traditional Bulgarian culture. 

The material is excerpted from two transcripts of the Biography of St. Teodora. 

This first is in the Michanovich paterikon of ХIII – ХIV c. This transcript contains 

the shirt version of the biography, in which is missing the last episode about the 

destiny of the husband and son of the saint after her death. In the science this 

transcript is called also transcript from Vienna because of the location of the 

monument. The second transcript is part of the unique collection of biographies 



only of saints in the Bdin medley of 1360.  

According to the folk beliefs, concept about a pure woman is developed 

first of all based on the bodily purity. In the studies biography the transition of 

Teodora Alexandriiska in the bosom of the sinners happened also by breaking one 

of the hypostases of the bodily purity. Teodora made adultery, after which she 

started the way of the cleansing. Through her pains, hardships and victories of the 

spirit, the heroine in the Biography of St. Teodora succeeded to go the whole way. 

She had several transformations: from a noble woman, who is afraid of God, to 

adulteress; from a sinner to a regretting Christian, from a woman to a man; from 

laic to a monk; from a good serving monk to a brother, who has made a sin with 

a virgin; from a childless to a mother; from an ordinary person to a miracle-maker. 

Thus she became extremely pure and saint according to the Christian dogmas. The 

analysis shows that in many of her transformations can be seen also elements from 

the idea about the pure woman in the traditional culture, The biography of st. 

Teodora is common for the Byzantine and old Bulgarian literature as well as many 

other texts of the Christian literature. In the folk traditions of the Balkan people 

there are many common motives. Therefore in this study can also be mentioned 

common Balkan processes of some of the elements of the Christian and folk 

cultural paradigm becoming closer. 

 

22.  Micheva-Peycheva, К. The illness-causing evil in the Old Bulgarian 

apocryphal prayers. – Balgarski ezik, 2013, book 2, 65-75. ISSN: 0005 – 

4283. 

This study comprises prayers related to illnesses as evil’s eye on 

bees, constipation, hard urination, shooting pain as well as euhemius texts, 

devoted to natural disasters as wind, thunder, harmful rain. In the analysis 

attention is drawn to means for fighting diseases and dangers, important 

from linguistic point of view as hemp, stone, grape wine, pumpkin, willow, 

blackberry, olive, sycamore, which are related to archaic and Christian 



beliefs in the symbolism of the objects and plants. In the prayers is many 

times mentioned the fear from harming the life and integrity as a sorrow, 

equal to physical pain. And this proves that the medieval individual has 

been engaged with his/her physical stability and sustainability too. So what 

is illness-making and bad for the physical survival, causes also psychical 

pain, namely fear. It seems like the satanic and impure harms not only the 

body of the person, but also his soul. Such understanding for the dual nature 

of the person and the illness is part of the traditional picture of the world. 

 

23.  Micheva-Peycheva, К. The anomaly as a sign impurity in the Bulgarian 

culture and language – Balgarska rech, 2012, book 1, 40 – 43. ISNN 1310-

733Х. 

 

The article examines the primary names of people with some bodily defect 

as well as the secondary nomination with these, at which is clearly seen the 

consideration of the anomaly as impurity, understood as impure beings, impure 

time, impure animals, bad people etc. Amongst the nominations for people with 

defects fall the dialectic кьоп and кь¥пав, as well as the adjective лих with 

meaning ‘the one who has major defect – lame blind, beardless man, crippled and 

etc. The lexeme лих has connotative meanings ‘sly, mischievous, artful, vicious’, 

which connect it to the impure nature of the devil. So in the literary language and 

in the dialects too the infirmity is related to disability viciousness and impurity.  

This can be seen on ethno-cultural level too by the nomination  Лихите 

дни for the days of Trifon, which are one of the most dirty periods in the folk 

calendar. The blind people instead with the neutral blind are often called with the 

Turkish кьорав from Persian root with meaning ‘blind’. According to the 

pricniples of the sociolinguistics the Turkish loan has pejorative meaning. Кьор 

in the dialects means ‘blind’. The derivatives of кьор have much more wide 

semantics: КьҐрка is a ‘bad fate’, and кьорлем¾ is ‘not attentive woman in her 



work’. Along with the blindness the deafness is also considered as a major defect, 

sent from God.  

The deafness goes into semantic correlation with the chthonic time, the 

impure animals and beings in the names: ãëóõˆðêà – ‘snake’, deaf ‘mouse’, 

глушец ‘mouse’ or ‘rat’, гл²шче ‘mousy’, глушовина ‘something made from 

mouse’. On linguistic level the idea about the deafness as something impure and 

not good is seen in the figurative meanings of deaf – ‘deserted, quiet, blank, 

uninhabited’; as well as in the great number of pejoratives for people – глухˆр, 

глух˜тина, гл²хла, гл²хльо, гл²хчо. 

 

24.  Micheva-Peycheva, К. From the threshold till the end of the world. – 

Balgarski ezik, 2012, book 2,  40-50. ISSN: 0005 - 4283. 

 

The internal and learned are in a constant antagonism with the external and 

not-learned, this is clearly see from the analysis of the impure toposes. In the 

Bulgarian culture many places appear mediator between the near side and the 

beyond side, they are this real and symbolic border, which keeps the limits of 

what’s own, but which needs constant ritualization as to defend from the 

penetration of the demonic, chthonic and disease-producing. That’s why from the 

threshold begin the rituals, which aim to keep the home and the family from the 

impure. The far goes the person from the threshold, the more unprotected and 

vulnerable he is. In his intention to occupy larger area, the mythoepic person 

makes ritual walks of border and impure places to conciliate the forces, acting in 

the out-of-ordinary out-of-known, which home is the end of the world.  

In the oppositions one’s own – someone else’s, pure-impure, in any 

moment is possible the someone else’s to penetrate in the one’s own and to harm 

and destroy it, to make it profane. Therefore in the Bulgarian culture the one’s 

own is considered as being delicate and inconstant, as being preserved thanks to 

constant efforts – ritual practices, precautious measures, charms. What falls within 



the limits of the learned, is related to the home activities, with the fireplace, the 

table, with the relations of close kinship; and what is outside, is related to the 

threatening forces, illnesses, impurity, danger, alienation. It is not accidental that 

in the Bulgarian language can be seen many names of impure beings with root out 

- (вънкашни) or with a base with meaning ‘out of the yard’ (отнадворни). The 

unknown can go in what is one’s own through all its borders – as starting from 

the border places in the house: threshold, chimney, roof, passing though the border 

of the yard, landmark, well, through the more far borders of crossroad, bridge, 

river reaching those places, which though having or have had a reach with the 

one’s own, belong to the impurity and someone else’s: dunghill, abandoned water 

mills and stack yards, grave yards. Some of these places become home of 

demonic beings as the mermaids’ and fairy well, dragon’s trees and etc. These 

along with other wild, remote places, are established as peculiar category of 

toposes, for which is believed that are someone else’s and dangerous. There what 

is one’s won has no place, there the humans should not go, because these places 

are home of impure forces. These places should not be inhabited, because they 

shall only bring misery and bad luck to those, who shall own them. As emanation 

of the impure places appears at the end of the world, the most remote place, 

located between the sky and the earth. 

 

 

Articles in jubilee and thematic scientific collection: 

25. Micheva-Peycheva, К. Freedom. – In: NAZWY WARTOŚCI W 

JĘZYKACH EUROPEJSKICH, Przemysl, Państwowa Wyźsza Szkoła 

Wschodnioeuropejska. 2017, 361 – 372. ISBN: 978-83-62116-13-3. 

 

The analysis of all elements of the syntetic cognitive characteristics allows 

to be found the following profiles of the concept freedom in the Bulgarian 



language: sacred, general human, public-political, social, spiritual, traditional, 

modern, post-totalitary, family. Most actual in all sources appear the public-

political one as defending independence in the political and economic life, the 

social one as an opportunity for actions without limitations and the spiritual one 

as an opportunity for thinking without limitations. The sacred and the traditional 

are with lower frequency. It can be said that there are two profiles of the concept: 

historical and modern. To the historical ones belong the sacred, traditional and 

public-political profiles as the last is live in the language too. The three profiles 

are realized in texts: fiction literature, publicism, lexicographic papers, folklore. 

And in the frameworks of the modern discourse are realized the social, spiritual, 

modern and post-totalitary profile, which besides in texts is seen also in the live 

speech of the Bulgarians.  

 

26. Micheva-Peicheva, К. Names of children’s diseases (terms and folk 

names). – In: The language of the science and the science for the language. 

Jubilee medley in devoted to corresponding member Prof. Maria Popova, 

Sofia, Academic publishing house „Prof. Marin Drinov“, 2017, 450 – 456. 

ISBN: 978-954-322-891-1. 

 

This study shows that the terms for children’s diseases in the Bulgarian 

language are taken from Greek and Latin. They are neutral and synonyms. Their 

nomination features in the referent language are generally related to external sings 

(variola, intertrigo) or with the organ, which is affected (gastroenteritis, diphtheria 

laryngitis, parotitis). The folk names are various, with different nomination 

features and with additional cognitive meaning (лошо гърло, вълци, гущер, лоша 

кашлица, църна кашлица). Moreover, these are mostly of Bulgarian origin, loans 

are rarely seen. Important peculiarity of the dialect lexemes are their multi-

meaning and opportunity to develop metaphoric meanings (for example 

мундарлък). 



The analysis of the empiric material allows to be ascertained the 

correspondence between the scientific and folk conceptualization of the world. 

The names of children’s diseases in the dialects reflect one more detailed and 

concrete categorization, there are names for disease conditions, which do not exist 

in the scientific language (горска майка, плач). Significant place in the naive 

picture of the world have the ideas for the diseases as impure beings and for their 

origin from dangerous evil forces, which inhabit the external non-occupied space. 

These cultural attitudes are reflected in the nominations (вонкашна болест, 

надворнина, изтровица, изтровушка). This rationalization motivates also the 

tabuistic names of children’s diseases, which aim to conciliate the diseases and to 

join them to the close, the one’s own, the beautiful (майчица, бабичка, лели, убаи 

сестрички, цветенце). In the language material is seen the interest of the 

Bulgarians to the children’s diseases and the intention to become acquainted and 

neutralized.  

 

27.  Micheva-Peycheva, К. Dialect names of evil forces in medieval 

apocryphal prayers. – in: Professor Ivan Kochev – life, devoted to the 

linguistic science. Jubilee medley. Sofia, academic publishing house „Prof. 

Marin Drinov“, 2016, 52 – 56. ISBN: 978-954-322-852-2. 

 

In the apocryphal prayers appear impure beings and impure diseases, 

rationalized as impure forces. In them penetrate many elements from the folk 

beliefs with their names, for example constantly are existing: нечист дух (impure 

spirit), вещица (witch), мора, нежит, as well as житомамница, 

млекомамница, роденица, детодавица, пладеница, въпир, махла, глава, 

клини. The dialect names are constant part of the apocryphal prayers and their 

occurrence can be explained by the live relation of these texts with the people’s 

speech as well as by utilitarian reasons – the fear of these impure forces has been 

in the mind of the traditional Bulgarian and had to be neutralized by its sacred 



calling.  

 

28. Micheva-Peycheva, К. The opposition one’s own – someone else’s in the 

speech of Damaskinos Stouditis about the ten God’s orders. – In: The magic 

of the words. Linguistic studies devoted to Prof. Lilia Krumova-Tsvetkova, 

PhD in philological sciences, Sofia, academic publishing house „Prof. 

Marin Drinov”, 2012, 493– 502. ISBN 978-954-322-521-7. 

 

The study shows how in one text from the newly Bulgarian damascenes  are 

compared the oppositions one’s own – someone else’s, sacred – profane, Christian 

– Pagane, pure – impure, righteous – sinful, bodily undefiled – bodily pure, love 

–  hate. There are analyzed the language realizations of the one’s own and 

someone else’s in the context of the Christian problems for the six God’s orders. 

There are rationalized also the manifestations for getting closer to the spoken 

language and to the attitudes of the ordinary people of this age upon the 

nominations and semantic peculiarities of one’s own and someone else’s. 

 

29.  Micheva-Peycheva, К. The names of pure animals in the Bulgarian 

traditional culture and language – In: 70 years Bulgarian academic 

lexicography, academic publishing house „Prof. Marin Drinov“, 2013, 544 

– 550, ISBN: 978-954-322-578-1. 

 
The article studies animals, which in the traditional culture are thought for 

pure not for utilitarian reasons but for their belonging to what’s own, because they 

can oppose to the wild animals and the impure spirits, as well as because of the 

function of some of them to connect the two worlds – the divine and human. There 

are analyzed the primary names of the pure animals in the language- lamb, ram, 

ox, horse, dog, cock as well as the language diversity in the secondary nomination. 

 



 

Articles in scientific colecctions from conferences  

 

30. Micheva-Peycheva К. The light side of the dark forces. – In: Medley from 

the conference - „Jazyk a kultúra v slovanských súvislostrach“ (5-7 október 

2016), 2017, 25-32. ISBN: 978-954-92489-8-2; ISBN 978-80-89489-32-9. 

Many studies are devoted to the impure forces and their role in the 

traditional and medieval culrute. In this text is offered a new perspective on the 

impure, exactly: a trial to be distinguished a rarely known feature of the evil forces 

– their „light” side. In this study is acsretained that in the Bulgarian traditional 

culrute the dark forces as дракос (a spirit similar to the goblin) and таласъм 

(goblin) are realized also as defenders of the home, patrons of a structure 

(building), fountain, bridge and even church as this way they are made closer to 

the light, one’s own, useful, sacred. And the impure beings as русалии, самодиви, 

самовили (mermaids, fairies, wood-nymphs) in a certain chronotopos – durign 

the Русалийската неделя (Mermaid’s week) or at Самодивската неделя –(the 

Fairies’ week) at places, called р¥сенова ливˆда, самодивско игр£ло – can heal, 

cleanse from diseases and thus they become part of the pure, healthy, living, which 

in most of the mytologies and religions are equal to the light. 

 

31.  Vitanova, M., K. Micheva-Peycheva. Names of stringed musical 

instruments in the Bulgarian dialects. – In: Preservation of the cultural 

heritage. Ideas and practices. On occasion of 60 years from the accession 

of Bulgaria to UNESCO. Sofia, Publishing house of BAS, 2017, 180 – 187. 

ISBN 978-954-322-908-6. 

The part, developed by K. Micheva-Peycheva, concerns the stringed 

musical instruments in medieval manuscript sources. Analyses are made of the 

uses of: ã©ñëà ‘stringed musical instrument, similar to harp or zither’, ïñàëòûðü 

‘psalter, psalterium – an old-time instrument with ten strings’, ďđýă©äüíèöà 



‘stringed musical instrument’, îđãàíú ‘stringed musical instrument, similar to 

harp’, öýâüíèöà ‘old-time musical instrument – цевница’; ñâèðýëü, interpreted 

as a ‘whistle, a type of musical instrument’ in the Old Bulgarian dictionary, but 

in the particular context it probably calls a stringed instrument; самвvка ‘four-

stringed musical instrument, a type of harp, sambuca’. In the excerpt material the 

stringed instruments are used for praising God. Only in particular cases, for 

example in the Glagolitic sheets from Rila is mentioned devil’s music, i.e. playing 

on traditional folk fests.  

 

32.  Micheva-Peycheva, К. What is the sound of the freedom in days of 

change? – In: Medleys with reports from the International conference "The 

freedom yesterday, the freedom today, the freedom tomorrow – is it on the 

edge of the pike?", Ruse, 2017, 330-338. ISBN 978-619-7404-01-2. 

 

The freedom in days of change is presented by study of the publicism in 

three key ages from the historical way of the Bulgarians: before the Liberation 

during the last stage of the national-liberation fight, after the Liberation during the 

fight for unification of the Bulgarian lands, after the Socialism during the 

transition to democracy, the modern time. The analysis of the language 

realizations of the concept свобода in the periodic press shows that there are 

constant values and attitudes of the Bulgarians, which are discovered I the 

newspapers and of the four time periods: 1873-1874, 1903-1904, 1990-1991, 

2012-2014. Such are the representations of freedom: freedom, independence, the 

Liberation of Bulgaria of 1878, free state; as well the representants of the non-

freedom: slavery, five ages of Ottoman slavery, tyranny, dictatorship, repressions, 

cruelties, slavery in the family. Specific for the pre-liberation press are the 

lexemes and word phrases: liberated and independent homeland, fight for 

liberation, Bulgarian church independence, independent folk church, rescuing the 

nationality. At the beginning of ХХ c. the freedom is rationalized and verbalized 



in a new way in view of the new realities, the following expressions appear in the 

press: free Macedonia, free army, freedom on a silver platter; the Bulgarian is 

politically free, but he is slaver of the sufferings under ferocious yolk; The press 

act took away our freedom and etc.  

In the 90-ies the concept freedom is realized in the Bulgarian language also 

through some modern, words and word phrases specific for the beginning of the 

democracy: free elections; liberation of the prices; exemption from taxes; free 

emigration; dismissal from post; cuffs for the economic initiative of the 

Bulgarians; the foreigners take what they want; for Bulgarians entry is forbidden. 

In the last years in view of the requirement for reforms in the judicial system, 

particular importance in the press is given to: imprisonment, detention, release on 

bail, cancellation of the bail, conviction by effective sentence and etc.   

 

33.  Micheva-Peycheva, К. Ethnolinguistic view on the Bulgarian dialect texts 

from Aegean Macedonia. – In: Scientific colecction from national scientific 

conference, dedicated to 80-th anniversary of prof. Blagoy Shklifov, PhD 

on philological sciences „The Bulgarian language – ancient, modern, 

united“. Sofia, 2017, 142 – 149. ISBN 979-954-2977-46-9. 

 

The dialect texts from Aegean Macedonia contain abundant linguistic material, 

which can be processed fruitfully with the help of ethnolinguistic analysis. In 

these texts are found the language realizations of semantic oppositions, typical for 

the Bulgarian traditional spiritual culture. Here as well as in the whole Slavonic 

mythopoetic culture, the negative part is better evidenced – for the bad is spoken 

more than for the good, for the impure more than for the pure and for the disease 

more than for the health. Some of the language nominations as лоша майка, улук, 

майови, сувия льугьа, майови, сувия льугьа and etc. are not commonly used, 

therefore their interpretation is important. For a reason of the historical context in 

these dialect texts is seen the calling of Bulgarians as dirty: „пальовулгара” 



„мръсна българка” и „мърси булгари”. These names are motivated in the tale, 

in which the Bulgarians are thought as foreigners compared to the others and their 

place is out of the occupied territory: „Да си ойте на Булгаря, мърси булгари” 

(„Go back in Bulgaria, dirty Bulgarians”). This way the Bulgarians become part 

of the alien and impure, which is justified by the particular historical chronotop.  

So the basic semantic oppositions are realized in these dialects by their meanin 

meanings and by specific meanings and this make the texts an extremely 

interesting subject of ethno-linguistic study. 

 

34.  Micheva-Peycheva, К. The language of the obituary– from the sorrow to 

the parody – In: Scientific collection with reports from Ninth Arnaudov 

readings, Ruse, Leni-An, 2015, 505 – 509. ISBN: 978-619-7058-49-9. 

The study analyzes different language strategies in the texts of the obituaries. 

The idea for the storage of the name in the memory of the generations through 

praise of the acts, through stressing on the good character of the passed person is 

on the basis of the structure of the obituary, rich in content, regardless whether it 

concerns biographical or family posthumous message. It turns out that the naming 

of the dead person as good, great and sinless has no roots neither in the 

misunderstood idealization at the time of the socialism, nor is typical Bulgarian 

act of insincerity, but is just a mandatory element on the way of the soul from one 

world to the other. Giving positive virtues to the person is not a sign of amnesia 

regarding his real features, it is last word purification, this way – as being named 

and respected – the dead passes with no problems in the eternity. Nowadays more 

and more become popular new type of obituaries – the mock ones. They follow 

the structure of the classic street obituary, but their meaning is completely 

different. The new type of obituaries are also divided to different types. Typical 

representatives of the first category mock obituaries are the ones, dedicated to „the 

death” of spiritual values, events or even institutions, for example about Themis 



Bulgarian, Constitution Bulgarian, Salary and etc. Second type mock obituaries, 

called „good news” or „happy news”, change the traditional idea for the 

communications about death. As a good news is determined for example the 

resignation of Plamen Oresharsky. In this type of obituaries as in the other ones 

there is analogical structure and graphic layout with the standard street obituaries. 

 

35. Micheva-Peycheva, К. The dangerous pure and the protecting impure  in 

the Bulgarian culture and language – In: Third international congress on 

Bulgaristics, 23-26 May 2013. Section „Bulgarian language”. Sub-section 

Modern Bulgarian language – Comparative and comparable studies”. Sofia, 

university publishing house „St. Kl. Ohridski”, 2014, 45-55. ISBN: 978-

954-07-3830-7. 

 

This study researches three main language and cultural layers. The first one – 

the primitive cultures and their understanding for the dangerous pure and the 

protecting impure, as both phenomena are frequently met. In the same part is made 

also language analysis of the duality in the names of the sacred. In the second part 

is examined the Bulgarian Christian purity as it is proven that in this context too 

the danger and the purity may be in a symbiosis within the frameworks of one 

object or subject.  A fact, which often stays behind and is neglected as far as the 

ultimately pure God’s image is concerned.  

Within the frameworks of the diachrony are sought examples for reach to the 

sacred – relics of saints, a temple or a sacred book – which has dangerous 

consequences for the people. The third part the ethnolinguistic analysis is 

dedicated to the realization of chosen phenomena in the traditional culture as it is 

stressed on the enormous role of the protecting impure under the form of 

apotropay from impure animals. The attention is paid to the curing impure in the 

image of the impure woman who have recently given birth and chases away 



childlessness of other women. Attention is drawn to impure forces with healing 

functions, to impure figures and objects with capacity to purify and cause 

abundance and etc. 

 

36.  Micheva-Peycheva, К. Sociolinguistic dimensions of impure animals – 

In: Problems of the socio linguistics, XI. The language in the time and 

space. 2014, 336 – 342. ISSN 1314-5401. 

 

In this study are presented names and beliefs from the tradiitonal culture for 

impure animals as snake, frog, mouse, mole, wolf, goat. The analysis of the 

language materials shows that the sociolinguistic factors appear main in the 

secondary nomination with names of impure animals. The traditionally dangerous 

animals are considered as impure, after which for different social reasons they are 

related to the anti-sacred, pagan. The semanitc and suffixal derivatives name 

diseases and deadly places and events, because exatly they are thought as 

destructive for the socium, threatening the order and its future. And the names, 

received by metaphoric transmission concern people, who violate the rules for 

conduct, adopted in the social group or community. So the data from the language 

confirm the presence of a constant relation between the impure and the diseases, 

the devil’s, the deacth, the socially unacceptable. 

 

 

37.   Micheva-Peycheva, К. The concept pure in the Old Bulgarian classic 

works – In: Research horizons of the Bulgarian linguistics, Sofia, BAS 

2014. 231-238. ISBN: 978-954-92489-5-1. 

 

In the Old Bulgarian literary language are registered ninety-seven uses of 

the lexeme pure. Very small part of them has the direct meaning ‘not dirty’. At 



this case it is normal that the requirement for material purity of objects and people 

is situated in a more complex semantic context, related to the Christianity. From 

lexicological point of view the meanings ‘virgin’ and ‘sinless’ for pure arise 

through transmission of the feature ‘beautiful, precious’, typical for all direct 

meanings of pure: ‘not dirty, with no spots’, ‘intact, preserved in its initial 

condition’, ‘with no admixtures’. Exactly for that reason the meanings ‘virgin’ 

and ‘righteous’ are formed lexicographically in the dictionaries as non-direct. But 

the connection of ‘beautiful, precious’ exactly with the preservation of the 

virginity and with the pious behavior happens under the impact of the cultural 

attitudes of the Bulgarian, more particularly of the Christian paradigm. For this 

reason from culturological and ethnolinguistic point of view these semantic 

realizations of pure are determined as marked by positive connotation in the 

system of the ethnocultural binarity. The concept pure is realized also by the old 

Bulgarian verbs очистити, очищати and the like. They present four models of 

purification: baptism, righteous life, living in the desert, martyrdom in the name 

of the belief. 

 

Reviews and chronicles: 

38.  Micheva-Peycheva, К. Review about the book „The life of the person – 

birth, wedding, and funeral”. Sofia: Academic publishing house „Мarin 

Drinov”, 2012. – In: Scientific journal of the Bulgarian academy of science, 

book 1, 2013, 44 - 46. ISSN 0007-3989. 

The review about the book „The life of the person – birth, wedding, and 

funeral” is based on a professional ethnolinguistic view on the presented main life 

cycles – birth, wedding and funeral. It is analyzed in a critical way the 

terminological basis of the study. Special attention is drawn on the manifestations 

of inter-rituality and the realizations of the binary oppositions in each part of the 



book. Emphasis is put on the heuristic opportunities of such innovative way of 

rationalization of the traditional rituals for future studies in the field of the 

ethnolinguistics. 

39. Micheva-Peycheva К. – „Bulgarian language – ancient, modern, unified“. 

SCIENTIFIC CONFERENCE, dedicated to the 80 anniversary of Prof. 

Blagoy Shklifov, PhD on philological sciences – Balgarski ezik, 2016, № 

3, 150–152. ISSN: 0005–4283. 

 

In analytical way are presented all reports, prepared for the scientific 

conference, dedicated to the 80 anniversary of Prof. Blagoy Shklifov, PhD on 

philological sciences, organized by the Department on ethno-linguistics at IBL. 

The chronicle has an exhaustive and scientific nature because it classifies the 

reports by issues of study. 

40.  Micheva-Peycheva, К. Review about Maria Kitanova. Род, семья и дом 

в болгарской культуре и языке, Balgarski ezik, book 3, 2016, 119 – 124. 

ISSN: 0005–4283. 

 

The review is dedicated on the book „Род, семья и дом в болгарской 

культуре и языке”. In it are presented all parts of the study with emphasis on the 

ethnolinguistic issues upon the analysis of the language representants of the 

concepts род, семейство, дом (kin, family, home). In particular stress is put on 

the skill of the author to apply successfully different approaches upon the semantic 

processing of the language material – by different codes – somatic, vegetable, 

animal and etc.; through classification by cognithemes; through building a main 

body and periphery and etc.  

 

41.  Micheva-Peycheva, К. „She was named Maria...” Ass. Prof. Maria 

Kitanova, PhD, at 60 years. – Balgarski ezik, 2015, book 3, 148-150. ISSN: 



0005–4283. 

 

In the work are presented the enormous merits of Prof. М. Kitanova for the 

establishment of the Sofia ethnolinguistic center, which she supports 

methodologically, in a scientific and organizational way as a head of the 

Department on ethnolinguistics at IBL. All important studies of М. Kitanova are 

examined in view of their main problems and contribution moments. It is 

evaluated her international scientific activity. 

 

42. Micheva-Peycheva, К. Ass. Prof. Mariana Vitanova, PhD at 60 years - 

Balgarski ezik, 2016, book 3, 143-146. ISSN: 0005–4283. 

 

In this personal study is traced the creative path of ass. Prof. Mariana 

Vitanova, PhD – her achievements in the field of the dialectology and 

ethnolinguistics, her main publications, her contributive developments, her expert 

evaluations as a scientist and lecturer  

 

 

 


